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Introduction:  In order to clarify the effects of 

asteroid impacts on habitable planets like Mars and 
Earth, it is important to study impact phenomena on the 
surfaces including liquid water. It has been known that 
cratering on wet sand is different from that on dry sand 
and it cannot be scaled in the gravity dominated regime 
[1]. Systematic impact experiments using targets with 
various water contents have shown that the penetration 
depth of impactor can be expressed as a power law of 
the shear yield strength of wet sand at an impact velocity 
of ~m/s [2]. 

However, the previous study [2] was insufficient to 
clarify the effect of water content on the cratering 
processes of habitable planets because systematic 
impact experiments at high impact velocities of ~km/s, 
which are range of impact velocity on planetary bodies, 
are lack. Therefore, we conduct high-velocity impact 
experiments on wet sand with various water contents to 
study the effect of water contents on the crater size 
scaling law . 

In addition, impacts ground experiments at 2 km/s 
by using SCI (Small Carry-on Impactor of Hayabusa2) 
on  wet sand formed an impact crater ~1.6 m in diameter, 
and a plume that looked like a water vapor cloud was 
observed [3]. In this study, we also studied the 
generation process of a water vapor plume from wet 
sand by using the target inclined. This inclined target is 
suitable for distinguishing the water vapor plume that 
erupts vertically from the target surface and the jetting 
materials in the downstream. 

Method:  We used wet sand targets composed of 
quartz sand (diameter of 500 µm) mixed with liquid 
water at a water content of 0 to 13 wt.%. The porosity 
of dry sand is ~0.45.  

All experiment were performed using two-stage 
light gas gun at Kobe University and ISAS, at impact 
velocities of 2 and 4 km/s. The target was inclined 30˚ 
from horizontal and a spherical aluminum projectile 

with the diameter of 2.0 mm was impacted (Fig. 1). The 
experiments were under near-triple-point conditions 
simulating the surface of Mars so that a part of water 
inside the target existed in a liquid state. All experiments 
were observed by two high-speed cameras, and several 
experiments were also observed by using a high-speed 
infrared camera to study ejecta and plume temperatures.  

Results: 
Plume observations.  Just after the impact (<100 µs), 

a white diffuse plume ejected vertically to the target 
surface was observed, which was different from jetting 
in the direction of a projectile motion (Fig. 2a). In 
addition, a large area on the ejecta curtain was observed 
to be at >100 ˚C: This area was not clearly recognized 
by high-speed camera images in visible light (Fig. 2b). 
This suggests that the oblique impact might have ejected 
hot ejecta in a specific direction, or that the water in the 
target might have vaporized and ejected above.  

Crater size.  The ratio of the crater depth (𝑑) to the 
diameter (𝐷) was larger as the water content increased, 
while the crater diameter was smaller with the increase 
of the water content (Fig. 3). At the water content over 
~5 wt.%, they were almost constant. Considering the 
previous results that the wet sand shear yield strength 
increases up to ~5 wt.% and then was nearly constant 
[2], the crater size in wet sand is expected to depend on 
the target shear strength. This means that π-scaling law 
in the strength dominated regime, 𝜋! =
𝑘𝜋"#$/&𝜋'()#"*)/", could be applicable to the crater size 
formed on the wet sand (Fig. 4): 𝜋! = 𝑅(𝜌/𝑚))/" , 
𝜋" = 𝑌/𝜌𝑢& , and 𝜋' = 𝜌/𝛿 , where 𝑅  is the apparent 
crater radius, 𝜌 the target density, 𝑚 the projectile mass, 
𝑌 the target strength, 𝑢 the impact velocity, and 𝛿 the 
projectile density. The parameters, 𝑘 , 𝜇, and 𝜈  are 
scaling parameters determined by laboratory Figure 1. Set up of impact cratering experiments for a  

horizontal two-stage light gas gun. 
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Figure 2. Snapshots of water vapor plume in (a) visible 
light at 40 µs after impact and (b) infrared light at 12 ms 
after impact. The color bar shows the temperature in ˚C. 
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experiments. We assumed to  𝜋' ~ 1 so that 𝜋! can be 
expressed as a function of 𝜋" . By using power-law 
fitting, we can obtain the scaling relationship for wet 
sand as 𝜋! = 0.078	𝜋"’#,.)& , where π3’= Y/[ρ(u 
sin30˚)2] considering the effect of the impact angle. 
(indicated by the black line in Fig. 4). The result for dry 
sand is also shown in Fig. 4 as a red symbol, and the 
crater size does not change by the target strength but by 
the gravity [1], so it can be expressed as a red line in Fig. 
4.  This suggests that the cratering in sand might occur 
in the gravity dominated regime until the target strength 
reaches the intersection of red and black lines (Fig. 4). 
As the water content increases, that is, the 	𝜋"’ becomes 
larger, the cratering  might occur in the strength 
dominated regime. 

Ejecta curtain.  In most of the experiments, the 
ejecta curtain angles were constant (Fig. 6a, b): The 
curtain angle at downstream (●) was larger than that at 
upstream (△) (refered to Fig.5). This asymmetry is 

consistent with previous studies for dry sand target and 
might be caused by the shift of the crater center from the 
impact point on the target surface as a result of oblique 
impact [4]. This shift might distort the crater flow-field 
from being symmetrical. However, at the impact 
velocity of 4 km/s, the asymmetry disappears when the 
target water content > ~5 wt.%, and the shape of ejecta 
curtain is nearly symmetrical to a line perpendicular to 
the target surface from the point of impact at >~9 wt.% 
(Fig. 6b). These results suggest that the projectile might 
not penetrate into the target at >~5 wt.% because the 
high impact pressure at 4 km/s would disrupt or deform 
the projectile and these fragments might be difficult to 
penetrate into the target due to the high shear 
 yield strength of target. 
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クレーターサイズ 標的含水率の増加に伴っ

て, クレーター深さは増大, クレーター直径

は減少した(図 2).しかしながら含水率~5wt.%
を超えると,どちらもほぼ一定となる傾向を示

した. ここで含水砂の剪断降伏強度が含水率

~5wt.%まで含水率とともに増大し,それ以降

ほぼ一定となる傾向をふまえると, 含水砂に

おけるクレーターサイズは標的剪断強度に依

存する可能性がわかった.剪断降伏強度を用い

てスケーリングを行うと, 含水砂におけるク

レーターは強度支配域のπスケーリングで整

理できることが示唆された(図 3). 

エジェクタカーテン ほとんどの実験におい

てエジェクタカーテン角度に変化は見られず

(図 4ab), 斜面下側カーテン角度(●Downside)

が斜面上側角度(△Upperside)より大きい結果

となった. この非対称性は先行研究と整合的

で,弾丸の潜り込みによってクレーター中心と

爆破中心がずれることに起因する可能性があ

る [4]. しかし, 速度 4km/sでは標的含水率が

~5wt.%を超えると非対称性が解消され始め, 

~9wt.%以上ではほぼ対称になる傾向を示した

(図 4b).以上の結果から, 速度 4km/s の高い

衝撃圧と, 含水率~5wt.%以上で最大となる標

的剪断降伏強度の影響で, 弾丸の潜り込みが

浅くなった可能性がある.
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図 2 含水率に伴うクレーターサイズ変化 
Dはクレーター直径, dはクレーター深さで, d/Dは深さ直径比. 

図 3 クレーター直径の強度支配域πスケール 
Π3’は標的強度に関する無次元量, ΠRはクレーター直径に関する無次元量.  
黒線は含水砂データのべき乗フィット, 赤線は乾燥砂が重力支配域であることを示す. 

図 4 含水率に伴うエジェクタカーテン角度変化 
角度は標的表面からの立ち上がり角. (a)速度 2km/s, (b)速度 4km/s 
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’ 
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Figure 3. Crater size vs. target water content.  

Figure 4. π-scaling relationship for the crater diameter in 
the strength dominated regime. pR and p3’ are non-
dimensional parameters related to crater diameter and target 
strength [1]. Black line shows the power-law fitting of wet 
sand, and red line shows the scaling fitting of dry sand in 
gravity dominated regime. 

Figure 6. Ejecta curtain angle vs. the target water content at 
(a) 2 km/s and (b) 4 km/s. 

Figure 5. A Snapshot of 
Ejecta curtain. We measured 
two angles (upstream and 
downstream) at the crater 
formation time. 
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